Abstract. A gap Tauberian theorem for generalised absolute Abel summability | A" | is proved using Mel'nik's theorem on convolution transforms.
1. Introduction. The well-known gap Tauberian theorem for Abel summability (A0) = (A) is a special case of the high indices theorem of Hardy and Littlewood [2, Theorem 114], The gap Tauberian theorem for (Aa) summability has been proved by Krishnan [3] , Zygmund [5] has proved that \A, A"| summability implies absolute convergence when (\n) satisfies the high indices condition \n+x/\n> c> I, and Mel'nik [4] had deduced the same result as a corollary of his general theorem, which is stated here as Lemma 1. The gap Tauberian theorem for absolute Abel summability |/10| = |/11 is a special case of Zygmund's result when we take (À") as a sequence of integers. The purpose of this note is to show that the gap Tauberian theorem for absolute Aa summability \Aa | can be deduced from Mel'nik's theorem. 
(0<x< I).
We assume that the series defining a(x) and A(x) converge for 0 < x < 1. 2a" is summable (Aa) to A if We first prove some preliminary lemmas. 
for t E E = (-oo, oo). Also assume s(u) belongs to the class \ T0 \ and (4) fV+\ds(u)\^ Mforv E E.
Then we can find a constant C depending only on 8, p and k(u) such that Proof. First we find an expression for/'(x) in terms of an.
X. X n + a for u5*0, for u<0.
•'i r(^)r(a + i) Substituting x = exp{-e "}, 7 = e", we obtain r« {1 -exp(-e-t)}"r is not of the canonical form k(v -u) as in (1) but can be "approximated" to a canonical form in a certain sense. The context of Lemma 3 below is that the kernel kx(v, u) appearing in (7) can be approximated in this sense. In the proof of the Theorem in §4 we incorporate the details as to how this approximation is useful. Also log x ~ ' = ( 1 -x) + 0(l -x) uniformly in 8 < x < 1 and, since a < 0, it follows that (logx-')a = (l -x)a + 0(l -x)"+i uniformly in 0 < jc < 1. It follows that, uniformly iny > 1, 0 < x < 1, (12) is x>logx-x{o(y°(l -x)a) + 0{ya+x(l -x)a+')}.
Hence, uniformly iny > 1, we have
The lemma follows. The theorem is proved.
